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Zentrix's debut album Zentrix was released in 1994. A few months later, they released "Tô, Tá, Encontrei" as the lead single. In 1995, they released the hit
singles "Vou Da Onça" and "Que Noite", but the success of these songs was not enough to catapult them into the top of the Portuguese charts. In that same
year, the trio decided to change its name to Zorão, which, however, did not materialize. Later, they released the singles "Sou Apaixonado" and "Deixa-me

Com Esse Selo", both of which reached the top ten of the charts. The following year, they released the single "Se Em Beleza". The band's first and so far only
album, named Zentrix, was released in 1997, which was also the first appearance of Zentrix in the Top 40 of the Portuguese Top 100, with the single "Clair

do Céu". In 1998, Zentrix released the singles "Nunca Vou Abandar", "Falsa Amada" and "Meu Coração Não Está Comigo", but none of them were
successful. In 2004, the group released the singles "Isso É Minha Vida", "Só Me Espero Tudo Teve Que Ser Como Eu Viem" and "Às Leves". The group is
currently inactive, but members of the band have been recording and performing with different musical projects. In addition to this, the band released the
single "Aqui Está Meu Céu". Members João Jorge "João João" Silva – vocals, percussion, guitars Nuno "Nuno" Portela – bass, vocals Carlos "Beto" Silva –

guitars Discography Além de Ponto e Vírgula, Para Assombrar (1994) As Vidas Indesejadas (1996) Até Que A Lágrima Eu Veja (1998) Zentrix (1997)
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zentrix dublado Zentrix Dublado - all about movies, series and films of the film industry. News, reviews, ratings and discussions of films. All about cinema,
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